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WHAT IS NEW VERSION OF NUCLEAR WAR?

1) NUCLEAR BLAST IN OUTER SPACE (OVER 100KM HIGH FROM SURFACE)

2) NUCLEAR BLAST IN THE NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
A New Warfare System in 21 Century

SPACE BASED - NETWORK CENTRIC WARFARE
ORIGIN: NEW TRIAD PROPOSAL OF 2002

First nuclear posture Review under G.W. Bush administration of January 2002, 4 months Later of 9/11 Attack
OLD TRIAD
Airforce
Navy
Army
NEW TRIAD BASED ON WIDER CONCEPT
We have already entered to the era of semi (half) - space war

HOWEVER TRANSPORT ARE LIMITED ONLY TO INFORMATION, NOT SHELL NOR MISSILE
WAT IS NEW TRIAD?

1) OFFENSE---NUCLEAR & NON-NUCLEAR

2) DEFENSE------MISSILE & CYBER

3) RESPONSIBLE INFRASTRUCTURE
   GPS, RECONNAISSANCE, INTELLIGENCE

TRIAD IS CONNECTED & COORDINATED
BY SPACE ASSETS
NEO-CON BELIEVED:

NEW TRIAD WAR SYSTEM WILL BE INVINCIBLE, SO WE CAN EASILY BEAT ANY ENEMY FROM HEAVEN WITH LOW COST.

Therefore, they decided to wage a new war against Iraq & Afganistern.
BIG MISTAKE----NEW WAR SYSTEM HAS NOT WORKED WELL

some trillion dollar U S has Spent

but can not control Middleeast even today
3 Achilles’ Heels of Space based- Network Centric Warfare

1) CYBER SPACE
2) OUTER SPACE
3) NUCLEAR SITES,
   INCLUDING NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
1) CYBER SPACE DEFENSE
THESE 3 Achilles’ Heels, ESPECIALLY

2) Outer space
3) Nuclear sites

become most useful targets for anti-American forces
2) OUTER SPACE --- HANE
EXAMPLE OF “HANE”

   Cheek Test: 3.8 megaton at 77 km above

2) 1962: US conducted 9 HANE test (Fishball)
   3 time successful

3) Soviet reacted, 3 HANE tests.
STARFISH PRIME EXPERIMENT, JULY 9, 1962 400KM OVER JOHNSON ISLAND, 1.4 MEGATON
EMP: ELECTORIC MAGNET PUZZLE
High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program

HAARP

Gakona, Alaska
3) MILITARY ATTACK AT THE NUCLEAR SITES

BY TERRORISTS OR HOSTILE NATION
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO DESTROY WHOLE WAR SYSTEM, IT IS EASY, ONLY 2 NUCLEAR BOMBS ARE NECESSARY

1) ONE EXPLODES IN 100—200 KM ZONE OVER TARGET CITY
   INFRASTRUCTURE DESTROYED, BUT PEOPLE WOULD NOT DIE ACUTE.ly, LIKE FUKUSHIMA

2) ANOTHER EXPLODES IN 20,000 KM OVER EQUATOR BREAKDOWN OF GPS
3) REGARDING TO THE NUCLEAR SITES, CURRENTLY THE WEAKEST POINT IS TEPCO’S FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR SITE#1
TO THE SEA
BEST TARGETS IN FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR PLANT #1

1) MISSILE OR AIRPLANE ‘S ATTACK TO THE HALF-DESTROYED REACTORS #1,#2,#3

2) 4 COOLING POOLS STORING NUCLEAR MATERIALS
MISSILE DEFENSE FOSTERS TARGET MOVING TO HEAVEN, AND OPEN THE NEW VERSION OF NUCLEAR WAR
--- EXPLOSION IN SPACE AND IN THE NUCLEAR SITES ON EARTH
WE FACE TWO PATHS----WHICH PATH DO YOU LIKE TO CHOOSE
OR • • • PEACE WITH EARTH, PERMANENT CULTURE SOCIETY, WHICH M.K. GANDHI TRIED TO ACTUALIZE
THANKS